
National Iraqi Alliance delegation with the Kurdistan Regional Government,
discuss the relationship between Baghdad and Erbil and the national

settlement project

During the agenda of visits to the Kurdistan region, the National Iraqi Alliance delegation,

led by the head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, met with the

administration of Kurdistan Regional Government, headed by Mr. Nechirvan Barzani Sunday,

05/02/2016.

\r\n

The meeting focused on the unsettled issues and means to resolve the issues between Baghdad and

Erbil, the national settlement project and the post-Daesh phase, as well as exchanging

congratulations to military victories on terrorist Daesh.

\r\n

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, considered the national settlement

project the only option for the post-Daesh phase to save Iraq from political and security

crises basing on concession to all.

\r\n

His eminence explained that the settlement outcome must provide security to Iraq through

dialogue with the countries that have statements to the Iraqi experience, plus national and

regional integration and acceptance to Iraq\'s diverse.

\r\n

in respect of the unsettled issues between Baghdad and Erbil, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim called for

a frank dialogue and distribution of tasks to distinguish between responsibilities of the

federal government and the provincial government or the Iraqi House of Representatives , as

well as the importance of restoring confidence between the political powers and starting from a

solid platform on the basis deepening the communal points and discuss unsettled issues in order

to find solutions according to the principle of rights and duties.

\r\n

National Iraqi Alliance delegation and the Kurdistan administration discussed victories

achieved on Daesh and the remaining occupied areas which is the right bank of Mosul, stressing

that the liberation of Mosul was a model of the meaning of cooperation when facing challenges,

showing the cooperation among the Iraqi security forces, including the Peshmerga that

facilitated defeating terrorism and then resettlement of displaced families.


